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B.Tech. VI Semester (Main/Back) Examination, ApriUMay - 2017

Civil Engg.

6CE5A Transportation Engineering - I

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 80
Min. Passing Marks : 26

Instructions to Candidates:

Attempt any five questions, selecting'one question from eoch unit. All questions

carry eeluol marks. (Schematic diagrams must be shown wherever necessary.

Any data you feel missing suitable be assumed and stated clearly. Units of
quan.tities usetl/calculated must be 'stated clearly.

1' q)

b)

Unit - I

Explain transportation modes and their comparison.

Describe factors controlling highway alignment. Also explain the requirements

ofan ideal alignment. (10)

OR

1. a) What is the need for highway planning? Explain objectives ofhighway planning.
(8)

b) Explainthe functional classification of*oads. Write down objectives of Indian

Road Congress (IRC)" (8)

Unit - il
2. a) " What are the desirable properlies of road aggregates. Explain the test, which

is used to measure abrasion resistance of stone aggregates as per Indian
standards. (8)

b) Give the various grades of bitumen, cut-back and emulsions and indicate the

appropriate conditions and specifications for which they can be used. (S)

OR

2. a) How does a water-bound-macadam layer derive its strength? Explain the

defects commonly noticed in water-bound-macadam and their likely causes?
(8)

b) Explain various types of rural road pavements, and their network planning.
(8)

IContd....

(6)
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3.

Unit - III
a) Calculate the super-elevation to be provided for a horizontal curve with a

radius of 400m for a design speed of 100 K.P.H. In plain terrain. Comment on
the results. What is the coefficient of lateral friction mobilized if super-elevation
is restricted to 0.07. (6)

A two lane pavement (7m) on a National Highway in hilly terrain (snow bound)
has a curve of radius 60m. The design speed is 40 K.p.H. Determine the
length of the transition curve. Determine the total length of the curve and
tangent length ifthe deflection angle is 60o. Make suitable assumptions. (10)

OR

A six-lane divided carriageway has a curve 1000m long and a radius of 500m.
The safe stopping sight distance is 200 m. Calculate the minimum set-back
distance from the inner edge of the road to the edge of a building to ensure

b)

3. a)

4. a)

b)

b) Why widening is provided on curves? Calculate the extra widening necessary
on a two lane pavement for a radius of curve of 100m. Assume the wheel base
of design vehicle to be 6m. Assume a design speed of 65 K.p.H.

safe visibility. The pavement width per lane is 3.5 m.

Discuss the various causes of road accidents. How
enhance road safety?

(8)

(8)

Unit - IV

4. a) Give classification and significance of road signs and road markings. (4)

b) The average normal flow of traffic on cross roads A and B during design
period are 400 and 250 PCU per hour, the saturation flow values on these
roads are estimated as 1250 and 1000 PCU per hour respectively. The all-red
time required for pedestrians is 12 sec. Design two phasi signal by webster's
method. (6)

c) highway design can
(4)

d) Write down requirements for on-street parking and its effects on capacity and
safety. e)

OR

what are the design considerations for arctary intersection? (2)

What are the general principals to be observed in designing intersections?(3)

68603s a)



d) Describe with sketches the various types of grade - separated iunctions and
the conditions under which they are provided.

c) How is the capacity of a roundabout is determined?

and 50o/o of the load is transferred through the joints.

b) Design a dowel bar system for a cement concrete slab for the
conditions:

1) Design wheel load:4100 kg

2) Design load transfer:40 percent

3) Slab thickness, h :20 cm

4) Joint width, z:2 cm

5) Permissible flexural stress in dowel bar : 1400 kg/cm2

6) Permissible shear stress in dowel bar : 1000 kg/cm2

7) Permissible bearing stress in concrete : 100 kg/cm:

8) K value of subgrade:8 kg/cml

9) E:3 xlOskg/cmz

l0) trr:0.15

**#

(2)

(e)

(2\

(4)

Unit - V

5. a) How are land - slides caused in Hill roads and how can they be prevented? ( )
b) What is an equivalent single-axle load? How can it be deterrnined? (Z)

c) How do the corner, edge and interior stresses vary due to i) temperature and
ii) due to load? Where and when is the most critical situation found. (2)

d) Why is that during the day time, the stress is tensile at the bottom of a concrete
pavement?

e) How the vehicle damage factor (VDF) is calculated? e)
D Write a short note on recent developments in urban roads and their role in

economic developments.

OR

5. a) If the radius of relative stiffness is 55cm, and if the dowel are placed at every
30 cm, calculate the maximum load carried by a single dowel which is just
blow the wheel. Assume that awheel of 4 I 00 kg is placed at the j oint comer,

(4)

following
(t2)

686035 (3)
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Roll No. ['f,otal No. of Peges :l -{

B.Tech. \T-Semester (Main & Back) Examination, April - 2Al9
Civit Engineering

6Ctr5A Transportation Engineering - I

Time: 3 Hours Nlaximum Marks : 80

Min. Passing Marks : 26

! n str uctions to Ca n didates :

Attempt any Five questiorts, selecting One questionJiom esch unit. All Questions
cafiy equul marks. (Schematic diagrunts must be shovvn wherever n€c€ss{tr1t.

Any datayouJeel missing xlitably be assurned and stated clearly). Units of quantities
used/calculated must he stateci clearlv.

Unit - I

1. a) What are the Characteristics of Road "fransport in comparison with other
systems? (08)

b) What is the importance of Nagpur road plan in highway planning of our
country? Explain the plan fonnulae ancl the salient features of the plan. (08)

(oR)

1. Calculate the total length of NH, SH, I\4DR, ODR and VR neecled in a district as

per second 20 - years road development plan or Bombay road plan. The Data
collected from the district are given below:-

i) Total Area : 18,400 km2

iD Development and agricultur al area: 8000 km2

iiD Undeveloped Area :4800 km2

686035 t2019 (1) IContd..."
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iv) Population centres are as given below

Population Range Number of Towns

< 500

s00 - 1000

1000 - 2000

2000 - 5000

5000 - 10,000

10,000 - 20,000

20,000 - 50,000

50,000 - 1,00,000

> 1,00,000

200

3s0

750

360

150

80

2s

l0

5 (16)

Unit - [

2. a) State the test principal and procedure of CBR test. Draw sketches showing
standard details of CBR penetration test and expansion test. (10)

b) Explain the desirable properties ofAggregate to be used in different types of
pavements construction. (06)

(oR)

2. a) What are the requirement ofmaterial, plants and equipment fbr cement concrete
road construction? Discuss briefly. (0S)

b) Explain briefly the construction of earth roads. Discuss ,he advantages and

, limitations of earth roads. (0g)

6E603s (2)



3. a)

3. a)

b)

Unit - UI

What are the objects ofhighway geometric design? List the various geometric
elements to be considered inhighway design. 

- e 
(10)

what are the factors on which the stopping sight distance depends? Exprain
briefly. (06)

(oR)

calculate the stopping sight distance for a design speed of 100 kmph. Take
the total reaction time 2.5 second and the .o-.ffr.i.nt of frictior, : o-:s losy

Explain super elevation. What are the factors on which the design of super
elevation depends? (0g)

Unit - fV

b)

4. a) Write short notes on :

r) One street parking.

ii) Origin and Destination studies.

iii) Trip generation.

rD Spor speed study.

4- a)

b) what are the various upes of traffics accidents? Discuss the
anaryzingthe speed ofvehicle involved in the accident.

(oR)

Explain the various types of traffic gignals and their functions. How are the
signal timing decide? (0S)

Explain the term traffic volume. What are the objects of carrying out traffic
volume studies? (0S)

b)

(08)

method of
(08)

6E6035 (3) IContd....



Unit - V

5. a) Explain the CBR method of Flexible pavement design. How is this method

,rt"f*l to determine thickness of component layers? (08)

b) What is the importance of hill road drainage? With the aid of neat sketches

show the surface, drailage s1,51sm for effective drainage and disposal of

water. (08)

(oR)

5. a) What are the various method of fugidpavement design? Explain westergaard

method and limitations of this method. (08)

b) A Subgrade soil sample has following properties :-

Soil passing soil 0.075 mm sieve :60a/o

Liquid limit: 55%

Plastic limit:45o/o

Design the pavernent section by group Index method for heavy traffic with over

400 commercial vehicles per day. (08)

6E6035 (4)
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7E.7064
B. Tech. vlr sem. (MainrBack) Exam., Nov.-De c.-20r6

Civil Engineering
7CE4A Transportation Engineering - II

Time: 3 Hours Maximum Marks: B0
Min. Passing Marks Main: 26
Min. Passing Marks Backz 24

Instructions to Candidates :

Attempt any five questions, selecting one question from each unit. All questions
carry equul marks. Schematic diagrams must be shown wherever necessary. Any
data youfeel missing suitably be assumed and stated clearly.

units of quantities used./calcu,rated must be stated clearly.

Use of following supporting material is permitted during examination.
(Mentioned inform No. 205)

1. NIL 2. NIL

UNIT - I
Explain different types of rail failures with the help of neat diagrams.

Compare different material sleepers in tabular form.

Q.1 (a)

(b)

I8l

t8l

Q.1 (a)

(b)

OR

Explain the various f,actors considered

Enlist the various factors considered in

in selection of alignment.

gauge selection.

ll0l

t6l

[787064] Page 1 of3 [e160]



Q.2 (a)

Q.2 (a)

(b)

Q.3 (a)

Q.3 (a)

17870641

(b)

UNIT - II
Design a turnout with 1 in 16 crossing from the fol]owing data: tSl

(0 Gauge = 1.6'l6m

(ii) Heel divergence = l3.3crn

(iiD Straight arm between T.N.C. and tangent point of crossing curve = 0'85m

(iv) Angle of crossing = 3o34'35"

(v) Angle of switch = 1"34'27"

what do you understand by crossing. Explain different types of crossing with the

help of neat sketches. [2+6=8]

OR

Enlist merits and demerits of various railway systems in urban areas' tSl

Draw aneatsketch of a point and also explain it's various components' [3+5=8]

UNIT.III
what do you understand by widening of gauge at curve? If the wheel base of a

vehicle moving on a B.G. track is 5.2m, the diameter of wheel is 1'5m and the

depth of flanges below the top of rail is 3.5cm. Determine the extra width

required to be provided on gauge, if the radius of curve is 160m. [3+5=8]

Explain the term superelevation. What afe the objectives of providing

superelevation on curves of a railway track? [4+4=8]

OR

Calculate the maximum permissible speed on a curve of high speed B'G' track

having following Particqlars:

(i) Degree of curve = 1o

(ii) Amount of Superelevation curve = 72cm

(iii) Length of transition curve = 150m

(iv) Maximum speed of the section likely to be sanctioned = 175 kmph. t10l

Page2 of3 [e160]
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_-l

Write short notes on:

(i) Equilibrium cant.

(iD Cant deficiency

' t2x3=61

UNIT - IV
Q.4 (a) An airport is proposed at an.elevation of 600m above mean sea level where the

mean of maximum and mean of average daily temperature of the hottest month

are 43.2"C and26.4oCrespectively. Th: maximum elevation difference along the

proposed profile of runway is 5.8m. If the basic runway -length is 1380m,

deterrnine the actual length of runway to be provided. t10l

(b) What do you understand by zoning and also explain it's types and factors

considered while framing zoning laws. t2+2+2=61

OR

Q.4 (a) Describe various types of runway patterns with the help

(b) Write short notes on:

(i) Hanger

(ii) Apron

ofneat sketches. t8l

[2x4=8]

(b)

Q.s (a)

(b)

Q.s (a)

(b)

UNIT - V
Describe Load classification number (LCN) method of rigid and flexible

ltzlpavement design for runway.

Enlist causes of failure in rigid pavement. I4l

OR

Describe the Westergaard's method for design of rigid pavement for runway. [8]

Enlist various types of flexible pavement failures. t8l

Page 3 of3 [e160]17870641
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7E.7A64
B. Tech. YII Sem. (MainlBack) Exam., Nov. - Dec. '2017

Civil Engineering
7 CE,AA Tiansportation Engineering-Il

Tirne: 3 Hours Maximum Marks: 80
Min. Passing Marks: 26

Instructions to Cnndidates :

Attenryt any five questions, selecting one question Jrom each unit. All questiotts

, canry equal marks. Schentatic cliagrams must be shown w'herever necessarlt. Any

4oS61,1tu leel missing suitab\, be assumed and stated clertrht.

Llnirs of quantities used/cglculated must be stated clearlv.

(tse oJ' JbLtowing supporting material is permitted clu.ring e.tant.inaliott.

(Mentioned in form No. 205 )

1. NIL 2, NIL

Q.l (a) List out the various gauges prevailing in India with their gauge

factors govern the selection of a suitable gaurge? f)iscuss'

(b) Give brief description of 'CST - 9 sleeper' with neat sketch.

OR

(a) Briefly explain the different types

disadvantages.

Q.1

widths. What

t8l

t8l

of rails, their advantages and

forward to explain&) What are the various theories that have been put

development of creep? Describe rvave motion theory.

t8l

the

t8l

17870641 Page 1" of 3 [e200]
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UNIT.II

Q.2 (a) Draw a reat sketch of a right - hand turnout aird iist the principal components &

terms connected with its iayout. tSl

(b) Distinguish between elevated and underground railway systems. Also enumerate

the factors that favour the selection of one over the other. t8]

OR

What are the salient features of the Jaipur metro railway?

Write short note on -

(i) Number of crossing.

(ii) Spring or Movable Crossing.

(iii) Length of Tongue Rail & Stock rail.

(iv) Switch Angle.

(v) Flange way Clearance.

Q.2 (a)

(b)

t6l

[5x2=10]

UNIT.III

Q.3 (a) A 8o curve track diverges from a main curve of 5o in the opposite direction. In

the layout of a BG yard, caiculate the super elevation and the speed on the branch

line when the maximum speed permitted on the main line is 45 kmph. I10l

(b) Wrat is negative cant? Under what circumstances its use is an obligation? [6]

OR

Q.3 (a) Explain the objective of providing transition curves on either side of a circular

, 
curve. t6l

(b) Calculate the length of the vertical curve between two gradients meeting in a

summit, one rising at a rate of 1 in 100 and the other falling at a rate of 1 in

200. t10l

17E7.064l Page 2 of3 [e2oo]



utug#
Q'4 (a) At an airport site at sea level with standard atrnospheric conditions, the runway

lengths required for take off and landing are 2000m & 2400m respectively. The

proposed airport is situated at an altitude of 150m. If the airport reference

temperature is 25oC and if the effective runway gradient is 0.35Vo, calculate the

length of runway to be provided.

what are the factors which influence the airport site selection?

OR

Define Wind Rose diagram. Also briefly explain any one

of runway with the help of necessary sketch.

Write short nole on -
(i) Corrections to basic Runway Length.

(ii) Airport classificarions.

UI{IT-V
write detailed oote on westergaard's method for design of rigid pavement

runway.

what are the different factors rvhich aff-ect pavement clesign?

oB
what are the different methods fbr designing flexible airport pavements?

write detailed note on the effect of jet aircraft characteristics on

pavement design.

Page 3 of3 Ie200]

t10l

t6l

method of orientation

t10l

[3x2=6]

t8l

Airport

t8l

(b)

Q.4 (a)

(b)

Q.s (a)

17870641
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t8l
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B. Tech. VII Sern. (Main / Back) Exam., Nov. - Dec. - 20lB
Civil Engineering

7CE4A Transportation Engineering - II

Time: 3 Hours Maxirnurn Marks: 80
Min. Passing Marks: 26

Instructions to Candidate s :
Anempt any fi.ve qug;tions, selecting one question from each unit. Atl questions
carry equal marks. Schematic diagrams rnust be shown wherever necessary. Any
data you feel missing suitably be asswmed and stated clearly.
Units of quantities used/calculated must be stated clearly.
Use of following supporting material is permitted during examination.
(Mentioned inform No. 205)

1. NIL 2. NIL

Q"1 (a) Describe the requirements for an ideal permanent way. Also sketch the

diagram of Permanent way.

(b) State the classification of gradients and expiain each in detail.

oR

Q' 1 (a) Write the design parameter of marshalling yard. Define the different types of

marshalling yards. Give a sketch of a rnarshalling yard. tgl

(b) Discuss different types of rail section used on B. G. and M. G. in India. Mention

the relative merits and demerits of any two of them.

neat

t8l

t8l

t8l

17870641 Page 1 of4 [76801



UNIT. II

Q.2 Explain in brief -

(a) Symmetrical Split

(b) Diamond Crossing

(c) Scissors Crossover

(d) Single Slip and Double Slip

(e) Gauntlet Track & Fixed Point System

(D Gathering Lines

(g) Triangle

(h) Double Junction

Q.2 (a)

(b)

[8x2=16]

OR

What are the different types of stress induced in railway track? t8l

Discuss the objectives of Urban Transport. Explain the major issues relating to

the development of the Metropolitan transport system.

UNIT. III
Q.3 (a) What are the objects of providing transition curves? Explain briefly the essential

requirements of an ideal transition curve.

i8l

t8l

(b) Explain Grade compensation and its necessity at curves. What should be the

allowable ruling gradient, if the ruling gradient is 1 in 150 on a particular section

of B. G. and at the same time a curve of 4 degree is situated on this ruling

gradient. t8l

[787064] PageZ of 4 [7680]



OR

Q'3 (a) Explain the terms 'Super elevation' and 'Cant deficiency' in brief. Also write the

limits of super elevation and cant deficiency for Indian Railway. t8l

(b) If a 8 degree curve of track diverges from a main curve of 5 degree in an opposite

direction in the layout of B. G. yard, calculate the super elevation and the speed

on the branch line, if the maximum speed permitted on the niain line is 45

kmph.

UNIT- IV

Q.4 Write a brief note on "Airport Classifications".

Q.4 (a)

(a)

(b)

t8l

t8l

t8l

What is Wind Rose diagram? Explain briefly with a neat sketch any one method

of orientation of runway.

(b)

OR

Enlist the various factors considered for the airport site selection. Explain any

five important factors in brief out of the various factors listed. tgl

Explain the factors controlling taxiway layout and turn around taxiway. tgl

Q.s (a) methods for designing flexible airport

t8l

considered in airport pavement design?

t8l

(b)

UNIT- V

Write detail note on the various

pavements.

What are the various factors to be

Discuss the significance of each.

1787064J Page 3 of4 [7680]



OR

Q.5 (a) What are imaginary surface? Explain in detail.

(b) Explain ESWL method of designing of rigid pavement.

t8l

i8l

l7E7a64l Page'4 of 4 [7680]
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Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 80
Min. Passing Marks : 26

Instructions to Candidqtes:

Attempt any five questions, selecting one question from each unit. All questions

carry equal marks. (Schematic diagrams must be shown wherever necessary.

Any data you feel missing suitably be asstrmed and stated clearly). Units of
quantities used/calculated must be stated clearly.

UNIT - t
l. a) Draw a neat sketch of a permanent way on an embankment. Name the various

components.

b) What is coning of wheels? What are advantages of coning?

(oR)

1. a) Mention the advantages of using a uniform Gauge for railway track in a country.
What common Gauges are used in India?

b) Why creep in rails occurs? Mention the remedial measures to prevent creep.
(8)

UNTT - II
2. 4 Through a diagram show a typical layout ofa left hand turnout ofrailway

track. Name and show its various components. (8)

b) What are the objectives of Urban mass Transportation? Which Railway systems

ofmass transportation are used in Indian cities? (8)

(oR)

2. a) What are the function of point and crossings in a Railway track? Mention
requirements ofa good crossing. (8)

b) Explainthefollowing:

i) Popular railway Mass transportation system networks.

(8)

(8)

(8)

(1) IContd....

B.Tech. YII - Semester (Main&Back) Examination, Nov. - 2019

CivilEngineering
7CE4A Transportation Engineering - II
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ii) Gaunlet track

iii) Check rails

iv) Double turnout.

UNIT - III
3. a) Why super elevation is provided on railway curves? Explain negative super

elevation. (B)

b) Describe the pulpose ofdifferent type ofGradients used in a Railway track.
(8)

(oR)

3. a) Derive an expression, relating superelevarion (e), width ofRailway Guage(G),
Speed (V) and the Radius of Curve (R). (S)

b) what are the objectives of providing Transition curves of Railways? Explain
how length of Transition curve is decided. (8)

UNIT - IV

4. a) Draw a Typical layout of an international Airport. Showing its component
parts. Briefly mention function of each component. (8)

b) Write short notes on the following :

i) Cross wind component

ii) Basic runway length

iii) Imaginary surfaces

r9 Runway Thresholi.

. (oR)

4. a) Why corrections are required to Runway Lengths? What are the
recommendations for applying the different corrections? (8)

b) Write short notes on the following :

i) Wind Rose diagram

ii) Runway patterns.

iii) Aprons in an airport

iv) Terminal Building and its functions.

(8)

(8)

(8)

7f'7064 a)
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UNIT - V

what are the significant differences between principles of Airport pavement
Design from design of highway pavements. (g)

b) Explain the following : (8)

i) Equivalent single wheel load (ESWL)

ii) westergaard's method of Rigid pavement Design, for airport pavements.

(oR)

Describe the various factors that are considered in structural design ofairports. a)

b)

7L7064

pavements.

Explainthe foilowing :

i) Radius of relative stiffness.

ii) CBR method of Flexible pavement Design for airport pavements. (g)

>Q A n^mh4'\av^rv avalw r\

(8)

(3)
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